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a b s t r a c t 

With modern computer vision techniques being successfully developed for a variety of tasks, extracting 

meaningful knowledge from complex scenes with multiple people still poses problems. Consequently, ex- 

periments with application-specific motion, such as gesture recognition scenarios, are often constrained 

to single person scenes in the literature. Therefore, in this paper we address the challenging task of de- 

tecting salient body motion in scenes with more than one person. We propose a neural architecture that 

only reacts to a specific kind of motion in the scene: A limited set of body gestures. The model is trained 

end-to-end, thereby avoiding hand-crafted features and the strong reliance on pre-processing as it is 

prevalent in similar studies. The presented model implements a saliency mechanism that reacts to body 

motion cues which have not been included in previous computational saliency systems. Our architecture 

consists of a 3D Convolutional Neural Network that receives a frame sequence as its input and local- 

izes active gesture movement. To train our network with a large data variety, we introduce an approach 

to combine Kinect recordings of one person into artificial scenes with multiple people, yielding a large 

diversity of scene configurations in our dataset. We performed experiments using these sequences and 

show that the proposed model is able to localize the salient body motion of our gesture set. We found 

that 3D convolutions and a baseline model with 2D convolutions perform surprisingly similar on our 

task. Our experiments revealed the influence of gesture characteristics on how well they can be learned 

by our model. Given a distinct gesture set and computational restrictions, we conclude that using 2D 

convolutions might often perform equally well. 

© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

.1. Motivation 

As computer vision techniques become continually better at de-

ection and classification tasks, scenes containing visual clutter and

ultiple people still pose difficult challenges. Occlusions, varying

bject shapes and distracting motion cues make it hard to extract

eaningful high-level information. The full detail of the low-level

ignal is irrelevant for most applications and the important infor-

ation is often found in the salient parts of an image or a video.

n order to use this challenging visual data, robust computer vision

echniques are needed that are capable of solving these problems.

ne of the neural architectures that can reliably extract features
∗ Corresponding author at: Department of Computer Science, Knowledge Technol- 

gy, University of Hamburg, Vogt-Koelln-Strasse 30, Hamburg D-22527, Germany. 
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rom such complex and noisy visual data are Convolutional Neural

etworks (CNNs) [28] . Their capabilities to generalize from noisy

nd complex visual data make them particularly well suited for

eal-world vision applications. 

In our study, we analyzed the potential of using CNNs to

ocalize salient body movement in scenes with multiple people

ecause such scenes are typical for vision applications in real

nvironments. We investigated a scenario that extended a typical

ne-person lab experiment to contain several people. One of those

eople performed a dynamic body gesture while the others were

assive observers and only performed subtle movements. The task

f the CNN was to detect and localize the person performing a

esture from an image sequence and ignore non-gesture move-

ents. 

To achieve this, we propose a 3D CNN architecture that takes

 sequence of depth frames from an RGB-D device as its input. It

as trained end-to-end to produce a 2D output with bright pixels

epresenting the location of the active gesture performer. We used

D convolution kernels that allowed to input a fixed-size sequence
nder the CC BY license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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to the network. As a baseline performance indicator, we also de-

signed a 2D CNN that only received a still frame as its input. 

1.2. Related work and overview of our objectives 

Our experimental setup comprises several subtasks like the

identification of persons in the scene and the corresponding track-

ing, the differentiation between the predominant, active and negli-

gible persons in the environment and, finally, extracting the silhou-

ettes of people performing meaningful body gestures. All of these

extracted tasks have been addressed in the computer vision com-

munity, which is why we would like to separate related work in

the specific areas highlighting both the advantages but also down-

sides of standard and recent approaches, culminating in a motiva-

tion of our proposed approach. 

1.2.1. People detection and localization 

The detection and correct localization of people in visual data

has traditionally been approached using features such as Haar

wavelet templates [38] , Histograms of Oriented Gradient (HOG)

[8] and Histograms of Flow (HOF) in combination with HOG

[57] on usual camera images. The release of affordable devices like

the Kinect delivering depth images provided a simplified approach

to segmentation tasks and influenced the creation of datasets in

recent years [7,61] . Consequently, standard features have been ex-

tended to the depth channel as well like the Histograms of Ori-

ented Depth (HOD) [48] . Specifically for robots, using color and

depth channels (RGB-D) for moving robots were shown to add

substantially to successful tracking when numerous persons are

present [34] . 

A particular challenge in person detection and localization is

posed by unconstrained environments (i.e. when no depth images

are necessarily available) and considering multiple people or even

crowded scenes as in pedestrian streets or on a university cam-

pus. A recent study [31] on the issues involved in the task, e.g.

occlusions, proposed a trajectory model based on a multi-label

conditional random field (CRF), a probabilistic graph model as-

suming nodes belonging to either a specific class of superpixel

or background, connected by a set of edges defined by a cer-

tain neighbourhood. The strength of the proposed model is that

the integration of a varying number of persons entering in the

scene is allowed, regularized only by preferring lower numbers

of (possible) people to circumvent the number of misclassifica-

tions. However, the construction of bounding boxes in combina-

tion with a nontrivial, energy-based optimization procedure on the

graph model makes this approach less flexible for a bottom-up ap-

proach extending people movements to be classified into e.g. ac-

tions. 

With the availability of both data and computing power, CNNs

[28] gained increasing popularity in the vision research commu-

nity. A lot of studies employing CNNs were also applied for pedes-

trian detection and used popular datasets [8,10] containing images

from traffic scenes with cars and pedestrians and showed compet-

itive performance compared to conventional feature-engineering

approaches [45] . However, the research presented so far focused on

a robust detection and a meaningful segmentation challenged by

an unconstrained environment, thus did not take into account spe-

cific body actions or salient movements. In the following, we will

outline approaches addressing the challenge of detecting and clas-

sifying particular movements among multiple persons in a mean-

ingful way. 

1.2.2. Motion of multiple people 

The differentiation between random movements and meaning-

ful gestures or actions is already challenging when scenarios are
esigned for only one subject. Typical processing steps before ar-

iving at descriptive features include skin color modeling [22] or

otion analysis [58] ; for an overview see [32,41] . The issues of

earning color or motion models increase for multiple person se-

ups including performance variability, which explains the sparsity

f gesture studies involving multiple people. Widely used datasets

see [43] for an overview) contain scenes with only one person

nd the resulting studies implicitly assume that the input to their

ystem only includes a single person. A direction towards multiple

erson action recognition has been made with the release of the

ose Track dataset [17] comprising sequences of team sport activi-

ies. 

As pointed out in the previous section, deep learning ap-

roaches have successively complemented or even substituted tra-

itional feature-engineering approaches in the recent years. They

howed comparable to superior performance in many benchmark

earning tasks, especially for computer vision related topics, e.g.

he Chalearn benchmark [11] for co-speech gestures [36] or the

TH dataset [44] for actions [1,20,60] . In addition, studies inves-

igating the potential of a multi-channel CNN employing both 2D

nd 3D kernel [2] demonstrated good performance on a com-

on dataset with high subject variances in gesture performance

53] combined with an analysis on a newly recorded dataset from

 humanoid robot. Interestingly, the evaluation revealed that the

erformance was not much affected by using either the 2D or

D kernel. In a further analysis on that dataset, it was even

hown that less complex learning employing sparse autoencoders

chieved similar performance [21] , thus it can be concluded that

he strength of the CNNs is rather based on using multiple input

hannels for boosting the feature representations. 

A research area where the constraint on a single subject dra-

atically limits the number of sensible applications is Human-

obot Interaction (HRI). For a robot acting in everyday scenarios,

.g. in an office [33] or a museum [5,50] , it is important to select

ne person as the interaction partner. In related studies, high-level

nowledge about people in the scene was computed, e.g. face po-

ition and size, distance to the robot and the time elapsed since

omeone had last spoken. Based on this knowledge, the decision

n the active person was then performed using some heuristic,

.g. a social distance score [51] . These studies evaluated their sys-

ems based on qualitative observations and user feedback but did

ot provide a quantified performance measure. Also, while taking

ues such as audio volume into account, none of these proposed

ystems took into consideration if a person was actively trying to

ommunicate with the robot. As these approaches do not work on

he low-level signal data directly, they compute high-level knowl-

dge about face locations or similar concepts that might not be

elevant at all if an application only focuses on one person in the

cene. In contrast, our approach focused on localizing the person

ho was actively addressing the sensor. Also, our evaluation used

he low-level signal directly and we report the system performance

sing a quantitative metric. 

Another important factor we suggested already is the role of

ttention, also called saliency. The latter term refers to the physi-

logical response of the human eye when a notable stimulus hits

he retina, for instance, a light stimulus or when an object is mov-

ng across our field of view. This way, we become aware of a par-

icular event in our world and do not steadily parse our environ-

ent. That such a mechanism is beneficial for multi-person ac-

ions was pointed out by Ramanathan et al. [40] ruling out inef-

ective information by introducing time-varying attention weights

earnt by recurrent neural networks (RNN). For an evaluation of

heir proposed architecture for detection and event classification,

he authors [40] presented sequences of a basketball game, where

aturally the roles of individual players change over time. In line

ith the argumentation that saliency characteristics in a scene can
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ffectively be used for multi-person settings, we proceed summa-

izing studies on this mechanism in the next section, and explain

ur access to this topic in the context of our implementation. 

.2.3. Saliency 

In research studies on saliency, we identified related approaches

hat determine the relevant parts of the visual data directly on

he low-level signal. Saliency is a broad term that describes dis-

inct elements in some data prominently differing from the rest

f the data. Many saliency studies look at human eye tracking

ata to compare the results of their computational systems, for

n overview see the MIT saliency benchmark by Bylinskii et al.

6] . Traditional saliency and visual attention models used features

nown from neurobiological research in the actual human visual

ystem [18,25,54] . According to [6] , the most accurate computa-

ional saliency models at the moment are, again, Deep Learning ar-

hitectures such as by Kruthiventi et al. [27] who use CNNs. These

pproaches attempt to reproduce human gaze movement and eval-

ate their results for the benchmark on static images. However, the

orld we experience is not static, and motion has in fact been

hown to prominently influence and attract our attention [55] .

ome studies even suggest that specific human motions like body

estures direct our attention [37] . However, [15] dispute this fact

nd attribute the observation of [37] to their specific experimental

etup. In a more general sense, [15] conclude that the way humans

ttend to gestures is heavily influenced by their social context. 

As saliency is also used as a broader term to describe distinct

arts of visual data, some studies have looked at specific scene se-

ups where a certain kind of movement is considered salient. Riche

t al. [42] computed optical flow features from RGB-D data and

dentified image regions moving differently from other motion in

he scene. These were then interpreted as salient motion. Their

xperiments included a scenario with multiple people moving in

 scene, with one person moving into a different direction than

he others. However, their system did not distinguish between dif-

erent kinds of motion. Also, their approach relied on optical flow

eatures and needed preprocessing for perspective corrections and

 manual fusing of several saliency maps. 

In [39] , only the salient movement of one hand of a person was

sed for the task of gesture recognition. Other motion information

as discarded with the motivation that the dominant hand will

ttract the attention of the observer. While this approach could

otentially be extended to multiple people, their approach made

se of the Kinect skeleton data and the extracted hand position.

his limits the number of people who can be present in the scene

nd will also fail if a person is occluded in a way that no skeleton

ata is available. For our implementation, we envisaged a scenario

here particular attention is given to the subject performing a ges-

ure while other, low-level or random movements are considered

bsolete and filtered out, i.e. the saliency cue is a specific gesture.

n contrast to [42] , our system was trained end-to-end and did not

equire any processing steps. Also, different from the experimen-

al settings proposed in [39] we used the low-level signal depth

ata directly and designed the setup from the start to work with

ultiple people in the scene. 

.2.4. CNNs for localization tasks on sequential input data 

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [28] are a specialized

ind of feedforward neural network, specifically designed for vi-

ual processing tasks. A typical CNN is often designed to take a

ingle image as its input (one grayscale channel or multiple color

hannels), which is fed into a cascading system of filters convolved

ith the image (often called receptive fields in analogy to the hu-

an retina) and a pooling mechanism downsampling the image

ver the different layers. A final hidden layer in the network pro-
uces a vector of class scores as its output. The output layer then

as one output neuron for each class of the dataset. 

The interesting element in CNNs and key to their success

26,28] is that the employed filters are not specified in advance

s, for instance, in standard convolution masks for edge extraction

n an image [19] . Instead, they are learned based on the input

ata and the hierarchical computation across the network realizes

he extraction of characteristic, composite and invariant image

eatures. 

Based on their growing success in image processing, CNNs have

lso been applied to localization tasks on images by using a sliding

indow approach [45] or region proposals [12,13] . An alternative

pproach is the semantic segmentation of an image so that each

ixel is assigned an object category [29] . The CNN then produces

 2D output, which is the same output format we chose for our

rchitecture. 

While originally introduced for single image processing, CNNs

ave also been applied to tasks with video sequences as the in-

ut data, for example video classification [23,52] , action recogni-

ion [1] and gesture recognition [3] . One approach to use CNNs on

ideos is to transform a frame sequence into a single frame that

omehow contains the motion information, e.g. differential motion

mages [3] . The CNN architecture can also be set up in a way to

ake a sequence of multiple frames as its input, without the need

or such a preprocessing step. As shown in [20] , 2D convolution

ernels can be extended to an additional dimension. These 3D con-

olution kernels perform a cubic convolution and can, therefore,

xtend into the temporal domain when using a sequence of frames

s the input. The filter kernels then learn spatio-temporal features

hich have improved the performance of classification tasks on

ideos [20,23] . In our proposed architecture, we also made use

f 3D convolutions so that we could directly input a sequence of

rames. 

.3. Objectives 

The objective of the present study originates from the moti-

ation to develop a system applicable in domestic or health care

omains for sensible interaction scenarios, where naturally multi-

le persons occur in the scene. Our goal is to design a scenario,

here an active person can be localized and distinguished from

ther people from a data stream. Active is defined as a person per-

orming a gesture, the salient cue, which inevitably needs to be

orrectly identified as a meaningful movement. As we described in

he previous sections, CNNs have been shown to robustly process

mages and videos while overcoming image preprocessing tech-

iques commonly used in computer vision. In addition, we pointed

ut prominent and recent datasets on some of the subtasks but

one of them satisfied our needs as their application goal differed

ach. Therefore, we introduce a novel dataset defining useful dy-

amic command gestures convenient in HRI scenarios. To capture

he dynamics, we employ a 3D CNN to localize a gesture move-

ent. We interpret our proposed system as a saliency mechanism

n image sequences that reacts to body motion cues which have

ot been included in previous computational saliency systems yet.

e designed our network architecture in a way that it outputs a

D representation of the scene so that it can easily be interpreted

y a human observer and be used for future applications. Finally,

e aim at analyzing different network architectures for our sce-

ario and, therefore, compare our favored 3D CNN with a baseline

D CNN and the popular VGG-16 network. 

. Methods 

As described in the previous section, no dataset for localizing a

esturing person within a multi-person scenario exists. Therefore,
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Fig. 1. The gesture set we developed in our study. We recorded 8 different command-like gestures characterized by specific arm movement. Every gesture is shown with 

a line indicating the hand movement. The last row shows four examples of Passive recordings, cropped for better visualization. Passive recordings showed a variety of 

orientations towards the sensors and different arm positions. 
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our experimental design comprises some constraints on the num-

ber of subjects and gesture types to decrease confound variables,

which allowed us to reasonably evaluate our proposed neural ar-

chitecture with an integrated saliency mechanism. At the same

time, we implemented the data collection introducing a data aug-

mentation procedure that offers the opportunity for scene adap-

tation regarding the number of samples in general, but also the

number of persons and positions as well as an extension on the

gesture vocabulary. In this section, we will describe how we col-

lected such a dataset. We will then continue to present our pro-

posed 3D CNN architecture that performed the detection and lo-

calization task on our data. 

2.1. Dataset 

To evaluate a scenario with salient movement and multiple

people, we designed an experiment with multiple people in a

scene and one of them performing a dynamic body gesture. We

defined the latter to be the active person, positioned at random

locations in the room. As CNNs typically require large and well-

prepared datasets to achieve good results [26] , we decided to

record clips with one person and combine these recordings sys-

tematically into multi-person sequences to be used for training.

We recorded RGB-D data with a Microsoft Kinect and used the

depth channel to create artificial multi-person scenes. The advan-

tage of using an RGB-D sensor is the availability of the depth sig-

nal. Larger values in the signal mean a larger distance to the sen-

sor. This allowed us to conveniently combine multiple recordings

so that the result looked like an actual recording from a Kinect

sensor. In contrast to an RGB signal, where slicing and stitching

rectangles produce visible and unnatural edges, the available depth

signal allowed to mask the body shape of the actor and only use

the signal values inside that mask ( Fig. 3 ). 

During data collection, we recorded active gesture executions

and passive body positions. In these recordings, a single person
as placed in front of the Kinect sensor in the center of a large

oom, so as to have a recording available where the person could

asily be cropped without any furniture causing problems. Addi-

ionally, we recorded a number of empty rooms that were used as

ackground frames for the generated sequences. 

The gesture set the participants performed were eight

ommand-like body gestures. All of these contained distinct arm

ovement (see Fig. 1 ). The participants also performed passive

ody positions, such as standing in different angles to the sensor

hile having the arms hanging down, having the arms crossed or

lightly moving the legs, but not moving the arms distinctively (see

ast row of Fig. 1 ). 

While every gesture execution of the same person was differ-

nt (intra-subject variability), the difference was a lot larger be-

ween multiple people (inter-subject variability). In order to have

 larger variety in the recorded gesture executions, 6 people were

ecorded, each performing the gestures listed in Fig. 1 . One per-

on was female, five were male, and the age ranged from 25 to

4 years. Each gesture was performed multiple times by each sub-

ect. In total, all participants combined performed 568 instances of

estures and we had 43,034 frames available for the dataset gener-

tion. These frames were labeled with bounding boxes of the full

ody and bounding boxes of the head ( Fig. 2 ) using the Vatic video

nnotation tool by Vondrick et al. [56] . 

With the recorded and labeled data, it was then possible to

enerate sequences according to any desired scene description.

long with these sequences (our data samples) we also generated

 teacher frame (our data labels). This 2D frame represented the

ocations of people in the scene and showed the active person as

olored in white. How we generated these frames is described fur-

her below. The underlying strategy to generate a sequence was

solating a person’s silhouette from the depth channel of a record-

ng and placing it at a random position on top of a background

ecording, see Fig. 3 . We performed this random placement for

ultiple people according to a number of scene setups. We gener-

ted more scenes of multiple people than empty or single-person
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Fig. 2. All recorded frames were annotated with bounding boxes for the body (large 

red square) and for the head (small green square). (For interpretation of the refer- 

ences to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this 

article.) 
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(

l

ecause our focus was on scenes where both active and passive

eople were present. 

1. An empty room without people: 10% of all sequences 

2. A single person performing a gesture: 20% of all sequences 

3. A single person performing no gesture: 20% of all sequences

4. Two people, one of them is active: 30% of all sequences 

5. Three people, one of them is active: 20% of all sequences 

equence length. We generated every sample of the dataset as a

equence of 15 consecutive frames. With a frame rate of 30 fps,

his length corresponds to half a second from the recorded ges-

ure performances. 15 frames was a length that would result in se-

uences containing some arm movement, no matter from which

esture recording the frames were taken. Our recorded gestures
ig. 3. We generated samples for our dataset by combining the depth frames from sev

rocedure to generate a sequence containing 2 people, one of them performing a gestu

according to bounding box annotations) and placed on top of a background frame. Ad

ocations of people in the scene and marked the active person using a white silhouette. 
ad a large variety in length (see Table 1 ), but the task of our net-

ork was not to classify a gesture. It therefore did not need to see

 full gesture execution in the dataset samples. We concluded that

howing some arm movement in every sequence would be enough

o determine the salient movement in the scene. 

raining, validation and test set. We combined the recorded ges-

ures in a way that would allow a clean separation in three sub-

ets for training, validation and testing. The network should not

ave the possibility to memorize a specific data sample from the

riginal recordings to increase its performance on the generated

equences. To achieve this clean separation, the dataset generation

as designed to produce 5 different small subsets (or folds). Each

old used an entirely different collection of recorded frames so that

here was no overlap across these 5 folds. The network could then

e trained using three folds as the training set, and one fold each

or validation and testing. Each fold was set to contain at least

12 sequences in total (512 being a power of 2 makes for good

andling of batch sizes during training). Our script always cre-

ted sequences in groups of 10, so instead of 512 sequences, each

old then contained 520 sequences. With all 5 folds combined,

he total dataset contained 2600 sequences (of 15 frames each),

hich we considered a reasonable size while keeping computation

ime manageable. Both the sequences and the teacher frames were

aved as PNG files in a resolution of 320 pixels by 240 pixels. 

round plane removal. When isolating the silhouette of a person

n the depth channel of the Kinect data, we found it beneficial

o remove the ground plane before slicing the person out of its

urrounding ( Fig. 4 ). This produced cleaner silhouettes, as there

ere fewer pixels of the floor left that would otherwise create

 false silhouette, in particular around the feet of a person. In

ur recordings, the rough camera position was known since the

ource recordings were created under controlled conditions. We
eral recordings into sequences containing multiple people. This figure shows the 

re. For each frame in the sequence, the silhouettes of each person are extracted 

ditionally, we generated a teacher frame for each sequence which represents the 
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Table 1 

Overview of recorded gestures. Each instance refers to a person performing a gesture 

from the start frame to the end frame. Different gestures had varying average execu- 

tion times. Short gestures were performed more often by the subjects, which is why 

there are different instance counts for different gestures. Having multiple people per- 

form these gestures caused deviations in the average lengths. Passive recordings were 

significantly longer because in contrast to gesture recordings they were not split into 

multiple shorter instances. 

Gesture Instances Average number of frames Total number of frames 

Abort 62 52.3 ± 7.8 3243 

Check 66 55.2 ± 14.8 3646 

Doublewave 66 73.9 ± 10.3 4876 

Circle 72 62.1 ± 15.3 4473 

Point 110 55.7 ± 8.0 6125 

Stop 53 53.9 ± 7.1 2858 

Wave 62 61.7 ± 14.5 3824 

X 63 66.9 ± 8.2 4212 

Passive 14 698.4 ± 260.3 9777 

� 568 43,034 

Fig. 4. Person extraction from a single frame. The red rectangle shows the bound- 

ing box that we annotated for each frame (For interpretation of the references to 

color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.). 
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could therefore assume a straight ground floor and a straight ori-

entation of the camera which made the ground floor appear as a

linear gradient in the depth signal. To remove the ground plane,

we assumed all pixels in a close range to this gradient to belong

to the floor and masked out the matching values. This simple step

significantly improved the silhouette extraction of our approach,

both when stitching together multiple recordings and also when

generating the teacher frame. 

Data augmentation. The sequence generation itself could already

be viewed as a data augmentation method, as we could produce

any number of dataset samples from the limited number of record-

ings. Randomly placing people in the scene and combining ac-

tive and passive recordings produced a large variety of generated

sequences. Additionally, we changed the brightness of each per-

son before placing them inside the scene. This change in bright-

ness simulated a different position – closer or further away from

the sensor and was sampled from a Gaussian distribution. During

training of the networks, we used additional spatial augmentation

techniques, as we will describe in Section 3.2 . 

Teacher frame generation. To use the dataset for supervised learn-

ing, we assigned a label to every generated sequence. This label

was a frame we called the teacher frame. It showed the locations

of all people in the scene and encoded who the active person is.
ach person was marked using their silhouette. Every silhouette

as colored in either white (active person) or a darker tone of gray

passive person), similar to how [4] encoded neutral and positive

motions in their work (in a ratio of 1/3 to 2/3 in their experi-

ents). As the intention of generating this frame was the train-

ng of the network, it was called the teacher frame (see Figs. 5

nd 6 ). As every sequence consisted of 15 frames with movement

n them, we picked only one of these to extract the silhouettes:

he last one. The details inside each silhouette were ignored. In-

tead, the complete body shape was assigned a solid color. Every

ixel of the frame was supposed to encode the pixel’s content: is

his an active person, a passive person or a background pixel. The

rightness of a silhouette could have two different values, depend-

ng on the person performing an active gesture or being passive

n the scene. An active person was assigned the full brightness

gray value 255), and a passive person 30% of the full brightness

 0 . 3 · 255 ≈ 76 ). Background pixels were generated to be black. 

.2. Network architectures 

We will now describe the design of the two network architec-

ures used in our study. After looking at the required input and

utput format, we present the two CNN architectures, one that

ses 3D convolutions and a standard 2D CNN that was used for

erformance comparison during evaluation. 

etwork input. Our main architecture with 3D convolutions re-

eived sequences of a fixed length of 15 frames as its input, with

ach input frame being 160 pixels wide and 120 pixels high. To

atch this input size from the original 320 pixels by 240 pixels

esolution, we performed down-scaling and cropping, as we will

escribe in Section 3.2 . Our comparison architecture with 2D con-

olutions used the same frame format but only received a single

rame as its input. 

etwork output. Both architectures produced a two-dimensional

rame as their output, with low values (dark) representing back-

round and high values (bright) representing the people in the

cene. The units of the output layer produced the single pixels of

his output frame. Choosing a size for the output layer meant a

rade-off between visual descriptive power of the output and the

omputational cost of training the network. We decided on an out-

ut dimension of 80 pixels in width and 60 pixels in height. This

s exactly half the width and half the height of the input and a

ize where a human observer can still clearly identify the single

eople in the scene. When receiving an output from the network,

ach pixel value was a float value, mostly in the range of −1 to +1 ,
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Fig. 5. A generated sequence with a single actor performing the Wave gesture. Even though the person was recorded in the center of a room, the generated sequences 

contain a large variety of generated positions. Here, the person is placed on the left side of the frames. 

Fig. 6. A generated sequence with an actor performing the Wave gesture and two passive people in the scene. 
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4 Open CV computer vision library. http://opencv.org , 20th June, 2018. 
5 Scientific and numerical computation package for Python. http://www.numpy. 

org , 20th June, 2018. 
ut also having a few activations outside this range. To store these

mages for visualization, the pixel values were shifted and rescaled

inearly to fit in the 8-bit range from 0 to 255, with values outside

he range being mapped to 0 or 255. 

egression task. To perform the task of producing a 2D output

rame from the extracted features, we used a Multilayer Percep-

ron (MLP) with one hidden layer. Its output layer needed one unit

er pixel, which resulted in 60 · 80 = 4800 units in total. 

raining. The regression task of the network was trained by the

inimization of a Mean-Squared-Error loss function. Weights were

pdated using a gradient descent strategy with the Adam Opti-

izer algorithm [24] . To reduce overfitting, we used Dropout reg-

larization [49] after the hidden layer of the MLP. 

D-Net architecture. Our main network had three convolutional

ayers with 3D convolutions. Every convolution was followed by a

eLU activation [35] and a max-pooling layer. The activation maps

rom 3D convolutions also had an additional dimension, so that the

ax-pooling operation also was a 3D max-pooling operation. The

eature extraction block was followed by an MLP to perform the

egression task. It had one hidden layer and one output layer. We

efer to the complete architecture as “3D-Net”. 

D-Net architecture. As a performance comparison, we chose a

NN architecture that did not take the temporal information into

ccount, but only worked on a single frame input. From the general

rchitecture, it was the same as the previously described 3D-Net,

ith the main difference that it used 2D convolutions instead of

D convolutions. The input to the first layer could therefore not

e a sequence of frames. Instead, only the last frame of every se-

uence was considered as the input to the network. We refer to

his architecture as “2D-Net”. 

mplementation and libraries. We collected the Kinect recordings

sing OpenNI 1.5.x. 2 These were converted to regular videos us-

ng the open source tool oni2avi. 3 We annotated these videos us-

ng the browser interface provided by Vatic [56] . Sequences and
2 Github: OpenNI. https://github.com/OpenNI/OpenNI , 20th June, 2018. 
3 KirillLyko: oni2avi. Command-line converter from oni (OpenNI) to avi data for- 

at. https://github.com/KirillLykov/oni2avi , 20th June, 2018. 

p

c

eacher frames were generated with a custom Python script us-

ng multiple open source libraries: Open CV 

4 , Numpy 5 and SciPy. 6 

e implemented our architectures in Python using TensorFlow

nd Keras and trained them on Nvidia GPUs GTX 1060 and GTX

080Ti. Code of our architecture implementations and training ex-

eriments is available online 7 , as is our dataset. 8 

. Experiments 

To evaluate how well the proposed architectures were able to

earn the desired saliency mechanism, we conducted a number

f experiments. We trained both architectures with the generated

ulti-person dataset and evaluated on the test samples from that

ataset. To compare the results in a quantitative manner, we used

 metric to describe how well the gesture movement was detected

nd localized. In this section, we describe the parameters of the

wo networks, the training procedure and the motion detection

etric used for evaluation. 

.1. Network configurations 

Both architectures 2D-Net and 3D-Net were structurally very

imilar, with the main difference being the use of 2D and 3D con-

olutions. The actual hyperparameters of 3D-Net ( Table 2 ) were the

esult of a hyperparameter optimization experiment. We iterated

ver different convolution filter numbers (4, 8, 16 for layers 1, 2

nd 3 compared with 8, 16, 32 and 16, 32, 64) numbers of hidden

nits (384, 768 and 1536) and dropout rate during training (0.25

nd 0.5). The best configuration for 3D-Net was determined by the

est validation score achieved during training. We then chose the

ame configuration for 2D-Net, so that the only difference between

hese two architectures was the use of 2D convolution instead of

D convolution. 
6 Scientific computing tools for Python. https://www.scipy.org , 20th June, 2018. 
7 Architectures and training code available at https://github.com/florianletsch/ 

ublication- salient- body- motion . 
8 Dataset available at https://www.inf.uni-hamburg.de/en/inst/ab/wtm/research/ 

orpora.html . 

https://www.github.com/OpenNI/OpenNI
https://www.github.com/KirillLykov/oni2avi
http://opencv.org
http://www.numpy.org
https://www.scipy.org
https://www.github.com/florianletsch/publication-salient-body-motion
https://www.inf.uni-hamburg.de/en/inst/ab/wtm/research/corpora.html
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Table 2 

Hyperparameters of our two architectures. 3D-Net was the main architecture in our 

experiments and used 3D convolution kernels. 2D-Net only used 2D convolution ker- 

nels and was used as a performance comparison. 

3D-Net 2D-Net 

Convolution kernel dimension 3D 2D 

Conv Layer 1 16 filters @ 3 × 3 × 3 16 filters @ 3 × 3 

Conv Layer 2 32 filters @ 3 × 3 × 3 32 filters @ 5 × 5 

Conv Layer 3 64 filters @ 3 × 3 × 3 64 filters @ 3 × 3 

Max Pooling 2 × 2 × 2 2 × 2 

Activation function after convolution ReLU ReLU 

Hidden units 384 384 

Input size 120 × 160 × 15 120 × 160 

Output size 60 × 80 60 × 80 

Fig. 7. The main 3D-Net architecture. It received 15 depth frames of 120 × 160 dimensions as its input. The architecture had three convolutional layers with 3D filter kernels, 

ReLU activations and max-pooling. The MLP after the feature extraction block has used one hidden layer and produced a 60 × 80 frame as the output. 

Fig. 8. Architecture used for performance comparison. The 2D-Net received a single 120 × 160 frame as its input. The architecture had three convolutional layers with 2D 

filter kernels, ReLU activations and max-pooling. Just like the 3D-Net architecture, the MLP following the feature extracting had one hidden layer and produced a 60 × 80 

frame as the output. 
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3D-Net. Our main architecture ( Fig. 7 ) had three convolutional lay-

ers (8, 16 and 32 filters of dimensions 3 × 3 × 3) with ReLU ac-

tivations, each followed by 2 × 2 × 2 max-pooling. After the con-

volutional feature extraction part, we added an MLP with a hid-

den layer of 384 units, on which we applied dropout regularization

during training. 

2D-Net. Our baseline architecture ( Fig. 8 ) had three convolutional

layers (16, 32 and 64 filters of dimensions 3 × 3) with ReLU activa-

tions, a hidden layer with 384 units, used 2 × 2 max-pooling after
ach convolution layer and dropout regularization during training.

he dropout layer was located after the hidden layer. 

.2. Preprocessing 

To match the network input size of 160 pixels by 120 pix-

ls, the dataset frames were resized from their original 320 pix-

ls by 240 pixels resolution to be 192 pixels wide and 144 pixels

igh. From these downsized frames, random crops of 160 pixels

y 120 pixels were taken during training and fed to the network.

his effectively augmented the dataset with different versions of
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Fig. 9. The motion detection metric compared a network prediction (left) with the 

corresponding teacher frame (right). We looked for the brightest pixel in the predic- 

tion (circled in red) and checked if the teacher frame also had a bright foreground 

value at the same location. That was the case in this example and the metric re- 

turned True. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the 

reader is referred to the web version of this article.). 
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he training samples. For validation and test time, instead of taking

 random crop, we cropped the same dimensions from the center

f each frame. 

The configuration we used for scaling was the result of addi-

ional experiments, where we compared scaling by factors 0.9, 0.8,

.7, 0.6, and 0.5. The best validation accuracy was achieved with a

caling factor of 0.6, which was why we scaled from 320 pixels by

40 pixels to 192 pixels by 144 pixels. 

Before passing a frame to the networks, we normalized all

epth values to the range of −1 to 1 to unify the input values and

enter them around zero. 

.3. Training 

The weights of both networks were initialized using the Xavier

nitialization method [14] . Training was then performed by mini-

izing a Mean-Squared-Error (MSE) loss function. Weight updates

ere performed using the Adam Optimizer [24] with a learning

ate of 0.001 and a learning rate decay of 0.9, with mini-batch

raining and a batch size of 4. 

We trained the networks 3 times each to compute the average

erformance scores on the test set. 2D-Net and 3D-Net were both

rained for 50 epochs, before calculating the final score of each

odel instance on the test set. During training, the dropout proba-

ility was set to 50%. For evaluation, we set the dropout probability

o 0 to disable dropout. 

.4. Comparison with VGG16 

As a comparison to 2D-Net and 3D-Net, we performed ex-

eriments using VGG16 features. VGG [46] is an architecture

esigned to perform classification or localization on RGB datasets

ike ImageNet [9] . The network expects an input of a minimum

rame size (larger than 48 by 48 in the implementation which we

sed, which was provided by Keras 9 ) and 3 input channels. To use

his network on our single-channel data, we fed in three identical

opies of the channel into a batch normalization layer [16] . We

dded this batch normalization layer, so that the network could

otentially learn a mapping from the depth data of our dataset

nto a space more similar to RGB characteristics. The output of

hat layer was then fed to the VGG network. We removed the last

ayers of the network originally designed to perform classification

nd only used the VGG16 feature extractor. Instead, we added an

LP to the end of the network just like we did on 2D-Net and

D-Net (384 hidden units). We performed experiments with this

etwork initialized from scratch and experiments with the VGG16

eatures pre-trained on ImageNet. In the latter case, the feature

xtraction layers were frozen during training and only the initial

atch normalization layer and the final MLP layers were trained. 

.5. Motion detection metric 

To measure if a network correctly detected the active gesture

erformer, we defined a metric to compare a teacher frame from

he dataset with the two-dimensional network prediction ( Fig. 9 ). 

The teacher frames in the dataset encoded the active performer

s having a white silhouette. A correct network prediction should

lso have its brightest value inside that silhouette. The basic idea

f the metric is to simply look at the location of the brightest pixel

n the network output and compare if this location is a white pixel

n the teacher frame ( Fig. 9 ). However, due to re-sampling of the

riginal teacher frame, it consisted of more than just black (back-

round), white (foreground) and 0.3 brightness (passive perform-

rs). Therefore, we did not check for white explicitly, but instead
9 Keras Deep Learning Library, https://keras.io/ . 

t  

t  

o  
ompared the value with a threshold of 0.3. A value above that

hreshold was considered bright enough and the function returned

rue, otherwise it returned False. The threshold of 0.3 was chosen

ecause it was the brightness for a passive person. Anything above

hat threshold was considered active. 

Some sequences did not contain an active gesture performer

nd the teacher frame therefore did not have any non-black pixels.

n this case, we checked if the network prediction included any

rightness value above the threshold of 0.3. If that was the case,

he network had incorrectly detected a gesture and the metric re-

urned False . If all pixel values were below that threshold, the

etric returned True . 
For the comparison of two frames, the metric returned either

rue or False as a decision if the output was correct. This cor-

ectness metric was then used across the whole test set to calcu-

ate a motion detection score of the network. 

 motion = 

Number of correct results 

Total number of samples 

To show how well a network had learned the motion detec-

ion task, we determined a baseline score that would occur when

erforming random guesses. Guessing a pixel location in a teacher

rame would lead to a positive result if it was inside of an actual

right silhouette. We computed the random guessing baseline for

he motion performance metric to be 5%. This value is the ratio of

hite to black pixels over all teacher frames from the test set. Ran-

omly setting a pixel to be white would therefore be correct with

his probability. 

. Results 

We first evaluated the overall performance of all network archi-

ectures described in the previous section using the motion met-

ic A motion on the test set. Apart from the baseline performance

f randomly guessing the active persons’ location, the VGG net-

ork achieved the lowest performance with an accuracy score of

nly 0.30, followed by the VGG pretrained network with 0.54, as

emonstrated in Fig. 10 . In contrast, both the 2D and the 3D CNNs

howed superior performance with surprisingly similar scores of

.78 and 0.81, the latter having a slightly higher standard devia-

ion. 

The results reflect our experimental observations. The VGG net-

ork did not converge fully on our dataset. This network was

pecifically designed for RGB data, and appears oversized for the

imple characteristics of depth data and the comparably small

ize of our dataset when considering that VGG was originally

rained on ImageNet. Even though we used dropout regulariza-

ion and spatial data augmentation, this network overfit heavily

n the training data. When using the pretrained VGG16 features,

https://keras.io/
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Fig. 10. Performance scores of the evaluated networks. The motion metric describes 

how well the networks were able to correctly detect and localize the active person 

performing a gesture. 
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the results were better which may show an advantage of trans-

fer learning. However, transferring RGB data to our depth data has

only limited success. Still, the dataset characteristics were better

learned by our two custom CNN architectures 2D-Net and 3D-Net,

which were trained from scratch, and both achieved significantly

higher scores than VGG. 

Based on these findings, we concluded to investigate further the

potential of 2D and 3D CNNs for our defined gesture vocabulary.

To compare the two networks’ performance scores in a more fine-

grained manner, we split the test set into multiple subsets, each

containing only sequences of the same active gesture. This pro-

duced 8 subsets for each gesture plus two subsets of sequences

with empty scenes and scenes with only passive people without

any gesture performance. 

Fig. 11 depicts the performance scores of the 2D and 3D CNN

architecture on the different subsets. Notably, for most of the ges-

ture types the scores are greater than 0.9 for both architectures,

showing again similar results between the 2D and the 3D kernel.

In case of empty scenes, both networks achieved perfect recogni-

tion with a score of 1.0. Our results also highlight two outliers of

remarkably lower scores: the Stop gesture and samples with only
Fig. 11. Motion detection performance for both networks, 
assive people in the scene. When analyzing this, we realized that

eacher frames of the Stop gesture had sometimes been generated

ncorrectly, so that some frames did not contain the human sil-

ouette, but only a tiny silhouette of the hand ( Fig. 12 ). This was

aused by the hand being a lot closer to the sensor than in other

estures. When the teacher frames were generated, the silhouette

as then generated incorrectly and ended up both in the training

nd test data. The metric compared these ill-generated frames with

he network prediction and therefore produced low-performance

cores for these sequences. When investigating why scenes of

assive people showed very low performance, we noticed both

etworks often assign intensities to the passive person that were

ust slightly higher than the 0.3 threshold the metric was checking

or. Even though in these cases, the silhouette was still a lot darker

han the full 1.0 intensity, the metric punished these results as

eing wrong ( Fig. 13 ). For both these outliers, the 3D-Net showed

igher performance than the 2D-Net. In the passive scenarios, it

lso showed a much lower standard deviation. This shows how

he 3D-Net was systematically better in distinguishing between an

ctual active person and a person who just appears more active in

elation to other people in a frame. 

These fine-grained experiments revealed that the two outliers

xplain why the overall motion detection performance shown in

ig. 10 was around 0.80 for both networks, even though all other

estures showed scores in the range from 0.90 to 1.00. 

Regarding the different gesture types evaluated on the 2D-Net,

ur results revealed better performance for gestures with charac-

eristics that were visible from still frames. This included the ges-

ures Abort, Check and Circle , all containing distinct body postures

ith the arms raised upwards, as shown in Fig. 14 . 

In contrast, the 3D-Net showed higher performance for gestures

ith more varied arm positions, for example the X gesture which

ontained the drawing of a symbol in the air with a sequence of

everal strokes. This motion includes lower arm positions ( Fig. 15 )

hat might appear like a passive position from a single-frame per-

pective. As the 3D-Net received the full sequence as its input and

ts features are computed across an image stack, this may explain

hy the 3D-Net was better at detecting the active motion for this

esture. 

In our experiments we also noticed that some teacher frames of

he Doublewave gesture contained artifacts around peoples’ silhou-

ttes, demonstrated in Fig. 16 . Even though these samples provided

 wrong guide to the network during training, this appeared to not
evaluated on subsets of the test set, split by gesture. 
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Fig. 12. Two still frames from a sequence containing the Stop gesture. Some teacher frames are correctly generated (top), but others do not contain the correct silhouette 

(bottom). 

Fig. 13. A sequence containing a passive person. Both networks tended to assign an activity level to the passive person in the scene, even when they were not performing 

an active gesture. 3D-Net produced darker predictions, which is closer to the value of a passive silhouette, but still shows an intensity level slightly above 0.3 which the 

metric considered as being wrong. 

Fig. 14. Some gestures are easily recognized from a still frame: Examples show Abort (top) and Circle (bottom). 
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ave influenced the learning in a negative way. However, the mo-

ion detection metric did not account for these cases and would

roduce low scores when comparing a network prediction with

 teacher frame. Still, both networks showed high-performance

cores of 0.95 and 0.96, so we conclude that the artifact appear-

nces did not crucially influence the network training, but demon-

trate the tolerance of CNNs towards noise in the training data. 
.1. Performance by scene configuration 

After having looked at the performance depending on the ges-

ure in the scene, we also analyzed how a different number of peo-

le in the scene affected the networks’ performance scores. Just as

efore, we split the test set in multiple subsets: one subset with

mpty scenes and three subsets with one, two and three people
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Fig. 15. Three gestures containing frames with lower arm positions: X (top), Circle (middle) and Check (bottom). 

Fig. 16. Teacher frames of the Doublewave gesture are often generated correctly (top), but sometimes contain incorrect artifacts around the silhouette (bottom). The gener- 

alization capabilities of CNNs and their reliability towards noise prevented the networks from producing these artifacts. 
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in the scene. We then evaluated the motion performance metric

on these subsets and compared the performance scores of the two

networks ( Fig. 17 ). 

Again, Fig. 17 shows very similar results for the two architec-

tures. Neither of the networks incorrectly detected an active ges-

ture performer in empty scenes, which resulted in a perfect 1.00

performance for this subset. For the subsets of two and three

people, the two networks performed almost equally well, in par-

ticular when taking into account the standard deviation. 

Both networks performed worst for samples with one person

in the scene. In half of these scenes, the person was a passive

person (according to the distribution of scene configurations, see

Section 2.1 ). As the earlier observations showed, both networks
ometimes assigned intensity values to passive people which were

ust slightly higher than the threshold to consider a result as

rong. The fact that motion detection performance was worse for

cenes with one person was caused by that data distribution and

he hard thresholding of the motion metric. This caused a charac-

eristic of the motion metric, which appears to represent well if

he network has correctly localized the right subject in a multi-

erson scene. It does not fully reflect that an intensity value that

s only slightly too high might still be acceptable in single-person

cenes. 

Still, it appears that both networks learned rather to decide

ho among multiple people is more active, instead of learning

f a specific person is currently active ( Fig. 18 ). The focus of this
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Fig. 17. Network performance for both networks, evaluated on subsets of the test 

set split by number of people in the scene. 
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tudy were scenes with multiple people, so it was interesting to

ee that both architectures performed their task better when pre-

ented with such scenes. Another observation we made explained

hy the 2D-Net showed comparable performance scores for the

otion detection metric: many input frames with multiple people

how clearly who of the actors is active and who is not ( Fig. 19 ). In

cenes with just one person, telling if the person is active depends

n the temporal behavior. This is reflected by the higher score of

.63 that 3D-Net achieved on the scenes with just 1 person, com-

ared to 0.55 for the 2D-Net. 

. Discussion 

Low-level signal data containing multiple moving people poses

ifficult challenges for computer vision applications. To extract

eaningful information about the salient components in visual

ata, robust computer vision techniques are needed. In our study,

e addressed the challenging task of detecting salient body move-
ig. 18. Wave gesture performed in a scene with two people (top row) and one persone (

hen multiple people are in the scene. 
ent in environments with multiple people. We designed a sce-

ario with one person performing a dynamic body gesture and

ultiple passive people standing around the person. Our proposed

etwork architecture is a 3D CNN that receives a sequence of these

ulti-person scenes as its input and detects and localizes the ac-

ive gesture movement. The network was designed to produce a

D output frame that showed the location of the active person

ith bright values in the region of salient movement. In our ex-

eriments, we compared the performance of the 3D CNN with a

impler 2D CNN that only receives a single frame as its input. Both

f these architectures were trained and evaluated using a dataset

e generated from multiple Kinect recordings. 

ataset. The potential of using a feature-learning approach such

s ours is to encode a task simply by collecting a dataset and hav-

ng the network learn all necessary features. The challenge of these

ata-driven approaches is that high-quality and typically very large

atasets are needed so that the network can properly generalize

or new and unseen data. 

Artificial dataset generation has been used for different kinds

f data, for example for text recognition [59] , pedestrian detec-

ion [30] and action recognition [47] . As seen in the studies of

30,59] , carefully synthesized datasets can be used to train clas-

ifiers that work on real data. Our approach of combining multi-

le Kinect recordings into scenes with multiple people resulted in

enerated frames that looked like an actual Kinect recording. This

llowed us to create a large number of multi-person scenes ac-

ording to our scene descriptions and tune parameters to exper-

ment with different numbers of people and their positions in a

rame. However, we also realized that it is essential to put effort

nto the generation of these frames in order to not include sys-

ematic artifacts or errors. Strategies such as removing the ground

lane before isolating a person from a Kinect led to the removal

f artifacts from the teacher frames and, therefore, from the out-

ut of the trained network. We also experienced some incorrectly

enerated teacher frames. However, as these did not introduce a

ystematic error in the data, our model was still able to generalize

nd did not produce these artifacts. 

esults. Based on our dataset, we evaluated two CNN architectures

sing either a 2D or 3D kernel, the former originally intended

o serve as a baseline network for performance comparison that

ould allow us to analyze the distinguishing properties of CNNs
bottom row). Both networks produced a brighter silhouette for the active performer 
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Fig. 19. Scene with two people. The still frame shows a person performing the Point gesture and one passive person. From the still frame alone, it is clear that the person 

on the right is the active person because of the distinct arm position. 
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equipped with different kernels. In addition, we employed also the

popular VGG network including a pretrained version, as this net-

work demonstrated superior performance in object detection tasks.

Both CNN networks successfully learned the desired saliency

task from the dataset. They were able to detect and localize ac-

tive gestures in the scene with accuracy scores which were signif-

icantly higher than the random guessing baseline and the results

using the VGG16 features. As the overall performance of the two

CNN models was remarkably similar, with the 2D CNN performing

surprisingly well, we further focused on the analysis of the two

CNNs to reveal possible differences in the specific gesture classifi-

cation task. 

In general, our observations of the similar performance of the

two architectures align well with other studies of comparable ar-

chitectures. In a video classification task, [23] found that the “vari-

ation among different CNN architectures turns out to be surpris-

ingly insignificant”, referring to 2D and 3D CNN architectures with

similar designs such as ours. When [52] investigated similar ar-

chitectures, they found varying the temporal kernel depth to im-

prove the results of their 3D CNN, while still staying in the same

range of results compared to a 2D CNN network. We conclude that

when deploying the network on actual hardware with computa-

tional constraints, using 2D kernels exclusively appears to yield

a compact feature representation while performing well on our

gesture set. Faster training times and a smaller memory footprint

make this simple architecture promising for real-world applica-

tions. 

However, our results on the gesture performances also showed

that the two networks differ in their ability to learn specific ges-

ture characteristics. In detail, the 2D-Net was well able to detect

gestures with very distinct arm poses like Abort and Point but

performed worse detecting gestures with more motion like Check,

X and Circle . Here, the strength of the 3D-Net became apparent,

as the cubic kernel allowed learning the important consecutive

nature of the gesture execution. Although the deviation in the

individual performances appear small for now, our findings show

a direct implication on the choice of gesture types for dataset

recordings and the decision on a network architecture for detec-

tion and classification when up-scaling our experiments for more

gestures. An arbitrary selection of gestures may negatively impact

the network performance, for instance, the performance for the

3D-Net may drop further when including more pose-like gestures

having a specific peak as is evident for pointing gestures. Vice

versa, a 2D-Net may insufficiently learn dynamic gestures, where

the inherent temporal structure of the gesture stroke is crucial for

the correct classification. Therefore, a careful selection of gesture

types is demanded when either setting up a similar scenario or

when considering the extension of our dataset. 

Architecture. Our proposed CNN architecture allowed supervised

end-to-end learning. During training, we presented the network

with image sequences and a teacher frame. The dataset defined
he task to be learned and the network then learned the important

eatures for this task. This removed the feature-engineering effort

nd allowed us to focus on collecting a useful dataset to describe

he task to the network. This shift of engineering effort is charac-

eristic of the computer vision research of recent years [26] and

as also been seen in the area of Pedestrian Detection [45] . Our

pproach makes use of the same feature learning techniques but

dditionally includes the notion of salient movement and an active

erson in the scene, which pedestrian detection does not focus on.

Pre-processing steps such as perspective corrections of saliency

ap fusion such as in [42] are not required in our approach. In

heir work, these steps assured their system worked for different

istances of the person to the sensor. This was not needed in our

ase, as our dataset contained people at different distances due to

ur data augmentation techniques. The CNN is able to generalize

rom this data and learns these invariances without manual pre-

rocessing. Our effort was therefore moved to the creation of an

ppropriate dataset. 

Our proposed system implements a saliency mechanism that

eacts to specific body motion in the scene, i.e. gestures in

ur scenario. While most popular computational saliency systems

6] work on static images, our focus was on salient body motion.

otion has in fact been included in other saliency systems [55] .

lso, [42] have looked at salient motion in groups of people. In

ontrast to these approaches, our system uses a very specific group

f body movements (i.e. gestures) as the main saliency influence.

ther body motion in our experiments was ignored, for example

low movement of the passive people in the scene or leg move-

ent. This allows using our approach for applications where other

rrelevant motion needs to be ignored. 

Our architecture directly worked on the low-level signal data

nd was trained with noisy frames from the Microsoft Kinect. It

oes therefore not rely on the computation of some high-level

nowledge like face locations [5,51] or a full skeleton model [39] .

hese might fail easily in challenging visual environments with oc-

lusions, multiple people and changing lighting conditions. Some

f our test samples contained occlusions caused by furniture or

eople, and the network showed that it was still able to localize

he person performing a gesture. 

. Conclusions and future research 

The present study integrates important, yet challenging top-

cs from computer vision for the domain of human-robot inter-

ction. We diverged from the typical one-person lab environment

etup represented in the literature and introduced a novel multi-

erson dataset comprising salient body gestures, designed and im-

lemented as to provide easy extension and adaptation offered to

he community. Based on our dataset, we proposed a 3D CNN ar-

hitecture supplied with a saliency mechanism that reacts to spe-

ific body motion cues which have not been included in previous,

imilar systems and demonstrated that it could reliably detect and
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ocalize a person performing salient motion in these scenes. Our

omparison on different network architectures revealed a consis-

ently good performance of a 2D CNN, which is in line with pre-

ious critical evaluations of different kernels in a CNN. In fact, our

esults have an important implication of possible applications in

eal-world scenarios using mobile systems including robots, which

re known to have limited computational capacities. Using a more

ightweight architecture while maintaining good performance is

efinitely preferred in those situations. Finally, our analysis on

earning diverse gesture types puts emphasis on a careful selec-

ion of network architectures to capture both important spatial as

ell as temporal characteristics and may guide other researchers

n that field. 

With the proposed mechanism for salient motion localization

n place, we see three directions for future work: first, to investi-

ate further improvement of the existing architectures, second, to

ook deeper into the specific problem context of feature learning

n gestures and third, to demonstrate the application of the devel-

ped mechanism to allow gesture recognition in scenes with mul-

iple people. 

To further improve the performance of our proposed architec-

ure, we want to investigate alternative architecture decisions. Our

onvolution kernels and pooling parameters had the same extent

hrough all three dimensions. However, the spatio-temporal fea-

ure learning could change significantly when choosing separate

ettings for the spatial and temporal domains. As the temporal

imension of our input sequences (15 frames) was a lot smaller

han both of the spatial dimensions (120 and 160), reflecting this

n the convolution and pooling operations could be promising, as

uggested by Tran et al. [52] . We also expect the addition of more

odalities, most notably RGB frames, to increase the performance

f the system. Additionally, investigating a hybrid network archi-

ecture that uses both 2D and 3D convolutions could potentially

ombine the strengths of the 2D-Net and 3D-Net as identified in

ur results. Also, network models learning significant feature rep-

esentations in an unsupervised way like autoencoders or genera-

ive adversarial networks (GAN) have evolved in related vision do-

ains and thus may also complement CNN architectures to capture

he different aspects of the input data. At last, to extend the task of

he models from pure localization to a more accurate reconstruc-

ion of the silhouettes, alternatives to the MLP could potentially

rovide a better pixel-accurate network output, for example by us-

ng de-conv operations which have shown good results on seman-

ic segmentation tasks. 

As we have learned from our results, gesture characteristics in-

uence the learning and the performance of the trained model.

nderstanding which kinds of body movement can be learned by

hich kind of architecture is crucial to the choice of a network

rchitecture given a specific gesture set. Hence, we see questions

rising of how well architectures can be scaled up to larger ges-

ure sets. As our architecture only ever saw 15 frames, we would

xpect it to learn a general notion of typical arm movement when

rained with a sufficient variety of gestures. We would expect such

 model to also locate gestures with similar movements, even

hough it has never seen the specific gesture before. Future re-

earch taking into consideration the varying nature of gestures and

heir impact on performance will offer improved applications for

ovel interaction systems. 

To demonstrate the application potential of our proposed archi-

ectures, we would like to include them in a gesture recognition

ystem. The main motivation of our study was to localize salient

otion in order to use this information in an application, such as

 recognition task. Transferring the saliency mechanism we devel-

ped into a real online application context with multiple people

s an exciting direction for future work and our study provides a

rucial step towards that goal. 
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